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Supplies:
- 2-3 Colors of Radiant Rain of Glimmer Mist
- Unfinished Wood Bracelet
- Extra-fine Sandpaper
- Multi-media Paint Brush
- StazOn Black Ink
- Stamps of Choice
- Clear Acrylic Glossy Sealer
- Heat Gun
- Dowel Rod (for hanging drying bracelet)
 Optional: Sharpie Marker, Embellishments, Diamond Glaze

Radiant Bracelet Tutorial
AprilMay 2009

Kimm Bennington-Thompson contributed and filmed this technique for creating beautiful bracelets.  Glimmer mist may be substituted  
for the Radiant Rain by removing the spray nozzle and pouring the paint into a jar, then using a paintbrush to apply it. You may need  

to apply three coats of the Glimmer Mist for good coverage.

Step One: 
Lightly smooth and sand bracelet with extra-fine sandpaper.

Step Two: 
Shake the bottle of Radiant Rain well. Prime the applicator by 
pressing the applicator top several times against a piece of 
scrap paper until the paint flows freely. Apply the lightest color 
of paint to the wood to the selected areas as desired.
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Step Three: 
Apply the second color of paint to the selected areas. Repeat 
the paint application as necessary until desired coverage is 
achieved. Allow the paint to dry between applications.

Step Four: 
After allowing the bracelet to dry thoroughly, apply paint to 
the inside of the bracelet by removing the applicator nozzle 
from the bottle and using a paintbrush to apply the paint. 

Step Five: 
Hang the bracelets on the dowel to dry. Optional: Use a heat tool 
to set the paint, keeping the gun 5-6 inches away from the paint.

Step Six: 
Lay a stamp flat on the table. Apply StazOn ink. Roll 
bracelet steadily and firmly along the desired portions 
of the inked stamp. Use background stamps or smaller 
stamps to fill in outer areas.

Step Seven: 
Use background stamps or smaller stamps to fill in outer areas.

Step Eight: 
Heat set the ink by holding the heat tool 6-8 inches away from the paint.  
Holding the heat too close can bubble the paint. Hang bracelet across the 
dowel rod. Spray or paint on glossy sealer. Apply 2- 3 coats, allowing ample 
drying time between coats. Optional: Embellishments (rhinestones, pearls, 
etc.) can be applied to the sealed bracelet with diamond glaze.
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Finished Card
Artwork: Kimm Bennington-Thompson
Stamps: Stampington and Company, Stampin’ Up!
© 1990-2009 Stampin’ Up! ® 

Finished Card
Artwork: Lisa Somerville
Stamps: Starving Artistamps
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